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PHI D E T A L A Chapter
OF NATIONAL GROUP
Unites With Sororities In Four Leading Universities

NINA HANDY IS PRESIDENT
Committee To Extend Society Into Colleges Headed By Blandon, '25

Phi Delta Delta at State College promotes transport with groups in four other leading universities throughout the country to extend the society to the world. This society, which is called the National Group, was organized at the University of Pennsylvania in May, 1921.

The Alpha chapter is located in the last year of its existence as a State College society. The group was invited to join the National Group during its first year, and an immediate response was received. The Alpha chapter has been active in the transport, and has contributed to its success.

The National Group membership in the country is increasing rapidly, and Phi Delta Delta sisters at State College will continue to work with enthusiasm for its success.

DANCE TOMORROW
For JUNIORS ONLY

Miss Grazia, English Instructor
And, Janasey, President, Will Speak

Junior Prom, one of the strictly junior affairs of the weekend, will be held in Hotel Ten Eyck, Friday, January 8, 8 o'clock.

The program will include an introduction by Miss Grazia, and a speech by Janasey, President of the Junior Class.

Some of the activities planned for the evening are: music provided by the Phi Delta Delta band; dance entertainment by the junior class; and refreshments served by the Junior Class.

The Junior Class has put forth much effort to make this a successful event, and we are looking forward to an enjoyable evening.

LEGAL SCALES

Miss Grazia, English Instructor

In introducing the evening's activities, Miss Grazia will discuss the legal scales, their history, and their significance in modern society.

The scales are an important tool for the legal profession, and Miss Grazia will provide an overview of their use and significance.

MILDERD SCHIEBELE, '30
DIED TUESDAY AT HOME

Milderd Schieble, '30, died suddenly at her home in Altoona, Pennsylvania, on Tuesday, January 26. She was 30 years old.

Mildred was born in Altoona, and attended Altoona public schools. She graduated from Altoona High School in 1926 and from the State College of Pennsylvania in 1930, with a degree in English.

Mildred was a well-respected member of the Phi Delta Delta sorority, and was active in many campus organizations.

We extend our sympathy to the family and friends of Mildred Schieble during this difficult time.
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STATE COLLEGE IS POWERING HER NOSE.

THE JUNIOR FROM MEN'S THIRLS.

Students will get another thrill of a Big Week this week-end as so many men around State College. State College will have to break up and powder her nose in honor of the big event.

Girls a must! Isn't he going to look good? Yes, dear, he is good looking, and so are all the rest of them.

Who are you bringing?

"Hi!"

"Oh! and with an understanding smile, "Aunt!"

From, like Christmas just come often enough to make it interesting.

Soft lights, music, flowers—

WE PAID, NOW LET US DANCE DOWN WITH QUEEN CAROLINE.

A period when we are young, weak, but apparently triumphant. Whether or not our mental growth strong enough to stand the test of exams? We are conscious ofreadiness for the coming of the stern world we don't like. Isn't this typical of the life of today? Strains, physical, mental, moral, and just this kind of sensation. We have no desire to divert, to relax, and to cover up. Must we have this catamarn, this outflow of our excess energy which has been building up through weeks preceding and during exams? Is this life? Are we developing any higher ideals? Is this a typical lesson of Mother Nature a lesson which we will use again and again in our lives? Or, are we merely carefree, looking for fun, cut out for a good time, endeavoring to claim our own from the just, impartial hand of fate, who, seeing our past weaknesses and mistakes, will make up for our recent trials, you but double your weak, but apparently triumphal. Whether or not our mental energy will to be used in the coming of the stern world we don't like.

There are a question of demand and supply. If the Lynn rule were to be of wide application, would there be a period of great stress and strain over, we emerge, as a nation, with a new structure.

Soft lights, music, flowers—

THREE TEACHERS.

Applications for positions as teachers in the schools of Lynn will not be diminished. It may be added that teachers who have a right to all the pay they can obtain and so will deny them sympathy in well-chosen ways of getting.

It is true that we live in an age where there is a greater need for the health and strength of the community. But to legislate that any group must do this, It is true that women often fill positions as well as those of admittance and over the social conventions?

II (icU ing parlies?

We shall discuss college politics in the next issue of the NEWS.

Jolly Junior Jugglers

Thank God for the Junior Prom! It's something to talk about weeks in advance.

It's somewhere to go where they'll let you have a good time.

Somebody to your own dancing partner for once.

Somebody that won't strike of fishes and flukes.

Somebody to show off the latest in clothes.

To wear something decent somewhere that won't smack of equals.

Thank God for the Junior Prom! For the Junior Prom.

Bored stiff with this planet, however it is going to be放映.

Mr. oh, yes, of course. Mr. Simp, Big brave men are so easy—

That costs more'n ten cents, and you have to have it. Mr. Simp, How I'm tired of eight hours and the motor purred a soft, low rounds. Yes, but to legislate that any group must do this, It is true that women often fill positions as well as those of admittance and over the social conventions?
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Spike Heels Are Handicap Of Modern Girl; Goddess Minerva Answers Fashion's Edict

Interviews with Misses and Mrs. C. discuss the coming of a large volume of notes each week. Promised by Miss Helen T. Fay, a plan whereby we can abolish those fees. Professor Candlyn, who has directed two years, is also organist at St. Paul's Episcopal Church, who recently won a national prize for an organ composition. Mr. Candlyn is a member of the faculty of the music department where he studied in New York city and in 1915 he returned to St. Paul's and College. Although his duties at St. Paul's and State College are considerable of his time, Mr. Candlyn still finds opportunity to compose church music. Since coming to St. Paul's and College he has written composition services, anthems, Te Deums and Masses.

MUSIC ASSOCIATION

CONCERT IS FEB. 17

Compositions Of Prof. Candlyn And Harmony Students Are In Program

The Co-op will discontinue its practice of teachers of common school in the public schools. Established an improvement society called the "Instructor's Order of Normans." Though intended to be permanent, it is no longer in existence. Its object was to "improve in education, composition and debate, and in the fields of public instruction, exhibit the consideration for opinions and feelings of others, musical perfect command of temper, and seek the approval of teachers.

His faith unconverted, his passion for work irresistible, his accomplishment not surpassed in the annals of invention, Thomas Alva Edison has achieved far more than mankind can ever appreciate. February eleventh is the eightieth anniversary of his birth.

Wherever electricity is used—in homes, in business, in industry—there are hearts that are conscious grateful, that humbly pay him homage.
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SPEAKER APPROVES TYPE OF STUDENTS

Students At State Impressed Me As Being Fine Type, Dr. Standard

A. J. Standard, superintendent of Schenectady public schools, who addressed the students last week, sent the following letter to Evelyn Finney, 29, of the student council:

"I was very pleased with your attitude towards the psychology of the student body of Schenectady High School. I am very glad you have addressed the students on the question of your address on January 7, and am glad to hear that all classes have been attended. The students at State College impressed me as being fine type and I should have more every return to the psychology of the student body at State College. I always enjoy any occasion that enables me to become acquainted with those who are planning to go into teaching—there could be no finer work."

COLLEGE BRIEFS

The winner of the home economics contest determined who could prepare the best home dish dinner will be announced at the February meeting of the energy district of the Home Economics Association, according to Pennsylvania State College's College of Education.

Dr. Risley Receives Books

Dr. A. W. Risley, head of the home economics department at Pennsylvania State College, received a copy of the first edition of a book published by the University of Chicago.

Books distributed free under Dr. Risley's direction to home economics students and others especially interested.

Dean Pierce Supervises School

Miss Anna F. Pierce, dean of women, is supervisor of the School of Home Economics Education centered at the Women's College, which is the highest award given by the American Association of University Women. Miss Pierce explained that the organization of the school, which aims to give training in the specialized fields of home economics, was under the direction of the dean of women, who is in charge of the school.

Training of women in the functions of an institutional and motherhood, and the management and supervision of homes is the purpose of the Merrill-Palmer school in Detroit, according to Dr. A. W. Risley, director of the school.

Courses are free to students of the city of Detroit, which offers much in the way of educational opportunities.

The winner of the home economics contest is the Merrill-Palmer School, which was founded in 1915 and is now in its 15th year.

Dean REVEALS DUTIES TO CURIOUS STUDENTS

By Mrs. Florence Graves, '29, secretary of the student council, for the year ending May 15, 1931.

"It was a most fascinating place in Palmer for the whole of the school year, and I am very glad to have the opportunity of working there."

Mr. Risley is the head of the history department at State College and is in charge of the history department at State College. Mr. Risley is a member of the executive committee on the 150th anniversary of the college.

MERRILL-PALMER IS FOUNDED TO TEACH ARTS OF WIFEHOOD

The training of women in the functions of an institutional and motherhood, and the management and supervision of homes is the purpose of the Merrill-Palmer school in Detroit, according to Dr. A. W. Risley, director of the school.

"The Merrill-Palmer School came into being with the help of the work of the history department at State College and the history department at State College."

We pay postage for express delivery or express delivery at the rate of $0.25 per ounce or fraction thereof.
A student newspaper must have "backbone" if it is to be of any service to the college, Fabian Van Kleeck, 22, editor-in-chief of the State College News, declared in his January number of the newspaper. If an article by Van Kleeck on "Putting Pep in the Student Paper" appeared in the student press, it was to be expected that the student would read it. "When a student reads a newspaper," Van Kleeck said, "he should be able to do so with a minimum of effort. Our newspapers should not be mere vehicles for information but should be able to interest the reader in the subject matter."

The editor's job is not to force the news down the student's throat, but to make the news interesting. "The paper should have no simplified news for the under-the-surface news. The stories should be written in such a way that they will attract the reader, but they should also be informative. The paper should be a place where the student can learn about the world." Van Kleeck added.

He also stressed the importance of the editorial staff in the success of the paper. "The editorial staff is the backbone of the newspaper." He said. "It is the job of the editorial staff to select and edit articles, to plan the layout of the paper, and to ensure that the paper is printed on time."

The News, which is published weekly, is read by the students, faculty, and the general public. It is distributed through the mail and is also sold at the college bookstore. The paper is published by the State College News Corp., a student-run publishing company. The editors are chosen by the students, and all members of the editorial staff are required to be enrolled in courses.

Van Kleeck also mentioned the importance of advertising revenue in the success of the newspaper. "Advertising revenue is vital to the survival of the newspaper," he said. "Without advertising revenue, the newspaper would have to rely solely on the support of the students, faculty, and the general public."

The newspaper is printed on high-quality paper and is well-designed. It is a four-page newspaper, with the first page containing the news and the remaining pages containing editorials, features, and advertisements. The newspaper is printed five days a week, and the deadline for submission of articles is at 3 p.m. on the day of publication.

If you have any questions about the newspaper or would like to submit an article, please contact the editor at State College News, 332 Central Avenue, State College, PA 16801. The phone number is 814-932-1234, and the email address is news@state-college.edu. Thanks for reading the State College News.
What would the capitol I'm above mean to you?

The science of geography is complicated by hand-writing - your registers just what you are and can do. It can tell if you are to mire, to the subject.

Write me a letter on a stamped paper including a self addressed stamped envelope and one dollar.

MRS. E. Mixon
W. 263
258 West Lawrence Avenue
Albany, N. Y.

VARSITY WILL PLAY ALUMNAE SATURDAY

'T28's Soph President

Girls' Varsity Meets Alumnae In Preliminary Game Tuesday

Tomorrow night at 8 o'clock the State College men's varsity basketball team will meet the Alumni team in their annual game on the College court. At 2:30 P.M. the entire squad will probably be used during the game. Captain Nephew at left guard with either Klein or Coff at right will start the game. Two former captains will appeal on the floor but as with Alumni teams they have not practiced together this year. Two future captains will appear in the lineup. Coach Becker has developed a fast passing game and a well developed lax cards will be honored as usual.

"THE RED MILL"
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